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Flower vendor Shravan Bhor poses for a picture in front of a mural depicting him.

On a giant flyover in the sprawling
Indian metropolis of Mumbai, a
transgender art collective is trying

to change attitudes as radically as it trans-
forms the concrete pillars into brightly col-
ored murals. Known as “hijras”, individu-
als identified as male at birth but now part
of Indiaʼs “third gender”, have an ambiva-
lent position on the edges of Indian socie-
ty, respected and feared in turn. 

Denied jobs at most workplaces, many
are forced to beg at traffic intersections,
where they are a common sight in major
cities, or on trains. Some turn up at family
events such as weddings or birth celebra-
tions, or at new houses, to offer blessings
in return for money, sometimes threaten-
ing to issue curses if denied. 

The Aravani Art Project hopes to chal-
lenge the stigma and marginalization by

showing them as artists in the same pub-
lic spaces where they beg or face abuse.
At the latest mural site - one of Mumbaiʼs
busiest junctions - the team painted por-
traits of local residents, among them two
cleaners, a vegetable seller and a police-
man.

“Itʼs an opportunity for us to show what
talent we have,” said artist Deepa
Kachare. “We have to beg from people
by going to marriage functions, babiesʼ
births, shops, trains,” she said. “We go
everywhere to beg but we love to work
hard and earn money.” The organization -
whose projects are commissioned by
governments, businesses and NGOs -
has brought together dozens of mostly
transgender women for street art projects
in multiple Indian cities. “People are very
happy to see us working as artists,” said

Kachare, 26. “Now they think positively
when they see us.”

“Whatʼs exciting for me is to tell them
that they are capable of doing anything,”
said woman artist and Aravani co-founder
Sadhna Prasad, 29. “And gender is really
something that should be discussed
much, much later and what they do and
what they want to do in life comes first.”

Another transgender woman member
of the group, Ayesha Koli, 25 - who still
begs on the streets - said her pigment-
spattered kurta had become a marker of
a different kind. “These days when we
wear our ʻpainting clothesʼ and go, they
ask with curiosity if we paint,” she said.
“We feel immensely proud in saying ʻYes,
we are artists and we paint.ʼ” — AFP 

How Spanish
cinema hit
the big time
With a Golden Bear for Spanish

director Carla Simon and four
compatriots nominated for

Oscars, including superstars Javier
Bardem and Penelope Cruz, Spanish
cinema has now begun to captivate a
global audience. When Bardem and
Cruz, who have been married for over a
decade, were both tapped for Oscars,
the 53-year-old actor could hardly con-
tain his excitement. “The fact that
(Penelopeʼs) nomination was for a role
in Spanish... seems really extraordinary,
even historic in terms of the Spanish
brand,” he said in February.

Unlike other countries with a long and
distinguished history of cinema, Spain
has struggled to establish itself on the
international stage. So far, Luis Bunuel
has been the only Spanish director to
win the coveted Palme DʼOr at Cannes

Film Festival for his provocative 1961
feature “Viridiana”. But all that is chang-
ing, with Spanish cinema increasingly
recognized for its contribution to the sil-
ver screen, the most recent being Carla
Simonʼs triumph at this yearʼs Berlinale
where she took the top prize for
“Alcarras” (2022), a Catalan drama
about peach farmers.

And according to Variety magazine,
Cruz is rumored to be in the running for
president of the jury at Cannes, an hon-
or already bestowed upon the legendary
Pedro Almodovar, by far Spainʼs best-
known filmmaker. Cruz herself is the
only Spanish actress ever to win an
Oscar, taking home the gong in 2009 for
best supporting actress in the Woody
Allen comedy “Vicky Cristina Barcelona”.
And if she wins best actress at the
Oscars later this month for Almodovarʼs
“Parallel Mothers”, it will be a coup for a
film entirely “Made in Spain”, whose
soundtrack has also been nominated for
best original score.

Years of work by film schools
The score was written by Basque

composer Alberto Iglesias, who has
worked with Almodovar for two decades
on 13 of his films. This is the fourth time
an Iglesias soundtrack has been nomi-
nated for an Oscar. For him, there is
“strong momentum” within Spanish cine-

ma. “There is an energy... it has to do
with the film schools that have been
working for a long time to create new
filmmakers,” he told AFP.

“It has been really difficult for Spanish
cinema to cross the threshold and get
into these big international festivals,”
explains Pilar Martinez-Vasseur, director
of the Spanish Film Festival in the
French city of Nantes. Spanish films
which have received acclaim abroad are
often not identified as such, she said,
pointing to the 2001 psychological thriller
“The Others” starring Nicole Kidman
which was directed by Spainʼs Alejandro
Amenabar.

“In Spain, we still have the idea that
Spanish cinema is bad, that itʼs a nest of
communists, that filmmakers are pam-
pered, they do nothing and get subsi-
dies,” she said, calling for greater sup-
port from the government. Filmmaking in
Spain receives far less state aid than in
France, experts say. Spanish cinema
has had to “learn how to break into a
globalised ecosystem,” said Beatriz
Navas who heads the Institute of
Cinematography and Audiovisual Arts
(ICAA), which is subsidised by the cul-
ture ministry.

“This hasnʼt happened overnight
because you need some sort of ʻgreen-
houseʼ environment where filmmakers
can work with freedom,” she told AFP.
“And the ʻincubation timeʼ needs to be
sufficient for these productions to
achieve the recognition and prestige
they deserve.”

ʻSpanish cinemaʼs best momentʼ
As well as Cruz, Bardem and

Iglesias, Spain also has a fourth horse in
the Oscar race in the shape of Alberto
Mielgoʼs “The Windshield Wiper” which
has been nominated for best animated
short film. “This is the best moment for
Spanish cinema,” said Jose Luis
Rebordinos, director of the prestigious
San Sebastian film festival. “We are
making a lot of cinema and audiovisual
productions in Spain, as well as for
streaming platforms which is bringing a
lot of work so Spanish film technicians
are getting better and better,” he said.

Spainʼs Western-friendly landscapes
have drawn Hollywood directors since
the 1960s and is becoming an increas-
ingly popular destination for filming
series - Netflix, which set up its first
European studios in Madrid in 2019,
scored huge hits with “Money Heist” and
“Elite”. Last year, the government said it
wanted Spain to become Europeʼs
“audiovisual hub”, pledging to inject 1.6
billion euros to expand the film and TV
production sector by 30 percent by
2025.

“International critics are increasingly
focusing on our cinematic output thanks
to figures like Almodovar, Javier Bardem
and Penelope Cruz,” said Rebordinos.
“They are finding ways to draw more
attention to Spanish cinema.” — AFP  

‘Batman’ swings
high, again 
topping North
America box office

“The Batman” continued swing-
ing from the rooftops this
weekend, taking in an estimat-

ed box-office-leading $36.8 million in
North American theaters while perform-
ing strongly overseas, industry watcher
Exhibitor Relations reported Sunday.
The dark and gritty superhero film from
Warner Bros., starring Robert Pattinson
in the title role, has passed the $300 mil-
lion mark domestically in just three
weeks, while nearly doubling that figure
overseas, with $598 million.

In second place for the Friday-
through-Sunday period was another dark
film, the fantasy animation “Jujutsu
Kaisen 0” from Crunchyroll/Funimation
(95 percent owned by Sony Pictures). It
tells the story of a young student who
becomes a sorcerer and battles a cursed
spirit. Already hugely popular in Japan, it
took in $17.7 million in North American
theaters, which David A. Gross of
Franchise Entertainment Research
called “a terrific opening” for a rare ani-
me in wide release.

The third spot went to Sonyʼs
“Uncharted,” at $8 million. Tom Holland
plays an Indiana Jones-style treasure
hunter. In fourth was another new
release, a slasher film from indie studio
A24 simply titled “X,” at $4.4 million.
While that total was relatively modest,
Gross said, “Horror is not expensive to
make” and “X,” which has enjoyed good
reviews, “should recover its costs and
make a few dollars”.

And in fifth place was Metro Goldwyn
Mayerʼs road-trip comedy “Dog,” at $4.1
mill ion. It stars Channing Tatum.
Rounding out the top 10 were:

“Spider-Man: No Way Home” ($3.2
million)

“Death on the Nile” ($1.7 million)
“The Outfit” ($1.5 million)
“The Kashmir Files” ($1.5 million)
“Sing 2” ($1.5 million) —  AFP Javier Bardem and Penelope Cruz

Carla Simon

Traffic police inspector Anil Patil poses for a picture in front of a mural painted
on a pillar of a flyover depicting him by artists from the Aravani Art Project.

In this photo taken on Feb 19, 2022, artist Ayesha Koli paints a mural on a pillar of a flyover in
Mumbai. —  AFP photos


